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ABSTRACT 
m 

The equations of motion are presented for the inertia weight, 
firing pin and detent balls of the graze module of the high 
performance point detonating fuze.  These equations are all 
in terms of the generalized graze forcing functions.  The 
equations are also presented for the case where the graze 
forcing functions-time plot is assumed to have a triangular 
shape.  The criteria are established for the minimum values 
of forcing functions required to activate the graze module. 
All differential and constraint equations are presented in 
numerical form, but no numerical results are obtained.  The 
numerical constants used are for the 105mm Howitzer Shell,Ml. 
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1.   INTRODUCTION 

The Fuze Research and Engineering Division, AED, at Pica- 
tinny Arsenal presently has an ongoing development program 
for the Hi-Performance fuze.  One element of this program 
is the response of the graze module of the fuze to various 
forcing functions acting on the shell casing.  The senior 
scientist of Edutronics Analysis, Inc., Dr. Joseph F. Shelley, 
had formerly been a consultant to the Fuze Research and 
Engineering Division, Picatinny Arsenal, through the Army 
Research Organization at Duke University.  In this capacity 
he performed a preliminary analysis^1 of the operation of 
the graze module. The results of this analysis identified 
the conditions which are required to obtain dynamic response 
of the graze module under the application of the grazing forces. 
This study indicated that a more detailed analysis of the mo- 
tion of the several elements of the graze module, with various 
values of forcing functions, was required in order to define 
the dynamic force-motion history of this fuze mechanism. 

The present Picatinny Arsenal design of the graze module of 
the Hi-Performance fuze is a purely mechanical device.  Its 
essential elements are a weight which is concentric with the 
long axis of the shell, and which has an inclined face, eight 
steel balls which are equally spaced about the long axis of 
the shell, three springs which hold the weight in a rearward 
position against the balls, and a housing which contains the 
entire assembly. 

In the case of normal impact of a shell on a terrain the fir- 
ing function is straightforward, since the force of the de- 
celerating shell is available to activate the central firing 
plunger in the nose of the shell. When the shell grazes the 
terrain, however, there will be some angle of graze below 
which the central firing plunger will not be activated. The 
graze module is designed to effect the firing function in 
this case 

When the shell grazes the terrain, the resulting lateral ac- 
celeration field acting on the graze module has the effect of 
forcing several of the steel balls against the inclined face 
of the weight. The weight then moves forward towards the nose 
of the shell. As this weight moves forward, two detent lock- 

(1) Preliminary analysis of graze module of high performance 
PD Fuze assembly - Dr. Joseph F. Shelley, January, 1970, 
Unpublished Picatinny Arsenal Report. 



ing balls are released and a spring loaded, internal firing 
pin is free to close. 

In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the graze module, 
both as an individual mechanism and as an element of the 
fuze system, the following information is required. 

1. The minimum magnitudes of the external graze forcing 
functions on the shell casing which will cause the 
device to function. 

2. The time for the weight to move forward sufficiently 
to release the two detent balls. 

3. The time, after the release of the two detent balls 
for the internal firing pin to move to the closed 
position with sufficient energy to activate the 
initiator. 

2. OPERATION  OF THE  GRAZE MODULE 

Figures 1 and 2 show the elements of the graze module.  The 
vertical center axis in Figure 1 is the shell longitudinal 
center axis.  In the inactive position, the 8 steel balls, 
A, and the 4 detent locks, C, are in the position shown. 
The 3 creep springs, F, force the inertia weight, B, down- 
ward at all times. When the shell leaves the barrel, the 
spin velocity causes the detent locks, C, to assume maximum 
outboard positions, so that the inertia weight is free to 
move upward. When the shell grazes on the terrain , several 
of the steel balls, A, are forced radially inward and the 
inertia weight, B, is forced upward. When this inertia 
weight has moved upward by a sufficient amount, the two fir- 
ing pin detent balls, D, move radially outward. After suf- 
ficient movement of these two balls, the firing pin, E, moves 
downward under the influence of the firing pin spring, G. 
When the firing pin assumes its maximum downward position, 
the firing process is initiated. 

3. ASSUMPTIONS 

The assumptions used in the present study are listed below. 

a.  The present analysis is for the case where the 
graze module is in a oartially static condition.  As 
the shell grazes the terrain t    there will be a graze 
force  acting on it for a short duration. Due to 
the spin of the shell, there will be a continually 
varying position of any graze ball with respect to 
the line of action of tMs force.  It will be as- 
sumed in this first analysis, subject to confirma- 
tion, that the time for the total firing process to 
occur is less than the time for any ball to occupy 
a successive position.  The effect of this assump- 
tion is to reduce the problem to the situation de- 



Figure  1 - Graze .Module -  Fide View 
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Figure 2 - Graze Module - Top View 
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picted in Figure 3. In this Figure, a.j is the total 

/ 

45 

/ 

\ 

-IS' 

Direction of an 

Figure 3 - Graze Ball Orientation 

lateral acceleration of the graze module housing. 
Balls 1 and 2 will be referred to as the primary 
and secondary balls, respectively. The assumption 
implied by Figure 3 is that the present study con- 
siders the case where the radial position vector of 
ball 1 is collinear with the direction of aT and 
that these directions are constant with respect to 
each other. 

b. All friction forces are neglected except the fric- 
tion forces between: 

1. the inertia weight and the firing pin housing of 
the graze module. 

2. the firing pin and the firing pin housina of 
graze module. 

c. The coefficient of friction between an sliding parts 
is constant. 

10 
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d. The spin velocity of the shell is constant, and the 
other components of rotation of the shell are small. 

e. During graze the shell moves in a plane v;hich is 
normal to the graze terrain , and the shell remains 
at a constant angle with respect to this terrain. 

f. The graze module activating balls translate only in 
a plane through the center axis of the graze module, 
and thus the tendency of the graze halls to move cir- 
cumferentially out of their radial groove is neglected, 

g. The direction of am is collinear with the line joining 
the two detent balls.  This orientation is also assum- 
ed to be constant throughout graze, for the reasons 
given in assumption a. 

h.  The dimension C is constant, and the details of this 
conclusion are recorded in Appendix D. 

i.  The graze force P acts at the tip of the ogive shell 
nose. 

j.  The mass moment of inertia of the firing pin, about 
an axis through its center of mass and normal to the 
longitudinal axis of the shell, is negligible. 

k.  The firing pin only moves forward with respect to the 
graze module housing. 

1.  The firing pin spring is a massless element with a 
constant spring rate. 

m.  The forcing function for one case is assumed to have 
a triangular shape, and for this case the equations 
of motion are expressed in numerical form. 

n. The centripetal acceleration of the graze module, with 
respect to an axis through the center of mass of the 
shell and normal to the center axis of the shell, is 
negligible. 

11 



4. ACCELERATION   FIELD OF  THE   GRAZE  MODULE  DUE  TO  THE 
SHELL  FORCING FUNCTIONS 

ie typical  shell  is shown in Figure  4.     The dimensions 1 d and y  are peculiar 

X 

-0-c;i 

i^-N 

_ J 

a. i)~ 
Graze 
Module 

Figure 4 - Shell and Graze Force Relationshi; -A 

to a given shell. 0,(<\, CLw and  c*-   are components of 
acceleration of the center o. mass, CM, of the shell. 
PA and Rj   are components of the graze force Ipv't^ and 
^  is the graze angle.  The graze module is at a constant 

distance from the nose for all shells.  The graze force P 
is some complicated function of time, and it will be car- 
ried through the present derivation in symbolic form.  The 
equations of motion of the shell are 

(4-1) 

v4-2) 

(4-3) 

Where Vn is the mass of the shell,  TC CM    is i he moment 
of inertia with respect to the CM, U.^ anci a,*  are accel- 
erations with senses as shown in Figure 4, and  c^  is the 
angular acceleration of the shell. 

The total lateral acceleration aT of the graze module is 

aT   --a^ -K X-4. - 4^ ^ (4-4) 

(4-5) 

12 
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Using 

-LCM     =   VV1 Hsc^ 

<x r-  ^b 

(4-6) 

(4-7) 

where   Kcvj is  the radius  of gyration, 

Equation   (4-7)   may be used directly to  find a   ,     when     P/v 
is known. 

From Equation   (4-7) 
^f  -^  l^ (4-8) 

and from Equation   (4-2) , 

CL*   ^  PA (4-9) 

PA   and     P^ are  components of the  same force,  so that 

and therefore 
PA -^   l\ (4-10) 

(4-11) 

Finally,  from Equation   (4-3) 

Consideration of the above results now leads  to the conclusion 

or 

a„, ^ 'v CL r (4-13) 

(4-14) 

^    -^^r (4.15) 
where K.     and K-    are known constants.     These  results will 
subsequently be used to express the right hand sides of the 
equations of motion in terms of    c^T      only. 

For the purpose of the present analysis,   the graze module 
will be assumed to experience acceleration components which 
are oriented as  in Figure  5. 

13 
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Graze 
Module 

^ 

Forward 
-*• Direction 

Figure  5   -  Acceleration Components  Actina on Graze Module 

5.        ABSOLUTE ACCELERATION  OF THE  GRAZE MODULE ACTIVATING 
BALLS 

To obtain the accelerations of  the balls and of the  inertia 
weight,   a  secondary coordinate  system will be used.     Figure 6 
shows  the general system. 

Figure  6   -  Coordinate Axes Orientation 

Xu/^ci« are  inertial  coordinates,   and_the   X,4>t coordinates 
rotate with ^absolute angular velocity  cö. The   absolute  ac- 
celeration    cto   of point P  is  then 

an --it  r ^n.  r ^AO.   r^- -* 
clt 

Each of these terms will now be identified.  ^  is the ab- 
solute acceleration of O' , the origin of the secondary co- 
ordinate system.  

*The senses of certain conponents, for convenience, are different 
from those shown in Figure 4 

14 
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fl-n. SL X + J^t*- t   ,  where   ^>J,  K are unit vectors 
in the   *;y>t    coordinate system,   is the relative ac- 
celeration,  measured in the     ><, 4, £     frame of reference. 
i.  „ .  _. .  - • 
R.fV = CX +J y 1-fc c.   is the relative velocity, measured 
in the X/^i frame of reference. 

rL-i-X'fJ^-f-K'^   is the position vector, in the 
f^i^jt system, of the point P. 

^/clt is the time rate of change of ^O 

2^-X A- is the tangential acceleration effect 
cur 

ZM}K ft-ft. ^s t^e cor^0^^a  acceleration 

üüXCtuX^i8 the centripetal acceleration. 

From Figure 3, the primary activating ball. Ball 1, lies 
on the line of action of the graze module lateral acceler- 
ation a™.  The secondary balls. Balls 2, are located sym- 
metrically with respect to Ball 1.  Equation (5-1) will 
now be used to obtain the absolute accelerations of Balls 1 
and 2. 

The secondary  *., «^ » t  coordinate axes are attached to 
the graze module housing. The x axis passes through the 
center of the primary Ball 1 and the y axis is collinear 
with the axis of the inertia weight.  The orientation is 
shown in Figure 7.  These coordinates will rotate with 
the graze module and thus possesses the spin velocity of 
the shell.  For this orientation of a- the primary ball 
is forced radially inward and it tends to move the in- 
ertia weight forward. 

The absolute acceleration   4-0,1  _ of the primary ball 
will now be obtained.  The rotation Lü is 

Cd - J LOy (5-2) 
since     u) y: f o and   lO^ ? o .   WJ^J    ,     the spin_yelocity, 
is assumed to be constant.    The position vector    7L      of 
Ball 1 is 

?L  -£ X (5-3) 

so that X   locates the center of Ball 1. 

15 



Forward 

Direction 

Primary Ball - 

— y 

Figujce 7 - Coordinate Axes Orientation on Graze .'lodule 

The several other terms now appear as 

K -- c Car) + J (- ^H) 
(5-4) 

a.   - c x. '^.x (5-5) 

r^ - ~- ^ (5-6) 

(5-7) 

16 
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lA)*RfL= 

Z       J  ^ 

y.   ü  o 

* 

- ic( -LuJ^X )    (5-8) 

UJ ^ A. 

C 

O 

K 

J 

uUc)   O 

O   O 

-    £. (-  KtUuj)     (5-9) 

U)XCu)X/t^ = 

C   J   K 

r C (- XtoJ") (5-10) 

The final result for the absolute acceleration is then 

d. )y)r L[ K-XUJ^ i-^rl-r j[-^/\] tic [-2-^ KJ (5-111 

Figure 8 shows the primary ball 1 and the two secondary 
balls 2.  The acceleration field CLj   was assumed to be 
uniform along a direction normal to the shell axis and 
have a constant direction with respect to the position 
of the three balls. Thus, if Ball 1 experiences aT, then 
Balls 2 experience a corresponding acceleration 

<^T ^ ASt *  0.701 at 
The acceleration of Balls 2,  C(_o, i. *    would then be giv- 
en by Equation (5-11) with a_ replaced by O.lol  Q.7- 

17 
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Figure 8 - Acceleration Components Acting on Graze Balls 

For this case, the secondary X axis would pass through 
Ball 2. 

It may be seen from Equation (5-11) that there will be 
an inertia force on#the balls in the ■£•  direction, of 
magnitude  Lm^uu^ k. ,  where m,; is the mass of the 
activating ball.  This force will tend to displace the 
balls in a circumferential direction.  This effect is 
assumed to be small compared to the other forces on the 
ball and accounts, in retrospect, for assumption f 

\ 

6. DYNAMIC EQUILIBRIUM REQUIREMENTS OF THE GRAZE MODULE 
ACTIVATING BALLS 

The free body diagram of the primary ball 1, together with 
the inertia forces, is shown in Figure 9.  The ramp angle 
of the inertia weight is  Ö 

Fioj | is the reaction force on Ball 1 by the floor of the 
graze module, and FM is the normal reaction force 
between Ball 1 and the inertia weight.  The friction forces 
induced by F^ and hiy|  are zero, in view of assumption 

These effects could be included in a more refined study. 

18 
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( K ra-p - K'MJ^ ) 

♦>C 

Figuiss 9 - Free Body Diagram of Primary Ball 

The components of \-lj l  are related by 

1^1 = 1" it^ i 'ta*\ Ö 

A necessary constraint condition  is that 

(6-1) 

FU    ^O (6-2) 

^.1   ^o 
since  these forces are compressive contact forces 

(6-3) 

Since Figure  9  is a concurrent force system,   the  equilib- 
rium requirements are 

19 
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The constraint equation is 

where  ^-o   is defined on page 88. 

F, \%\ 
lY1c/M +• ^M 

(6-4) 

(6-5) 

FI^I  is eliminated between Equations (6-1) and (6-^), 
with the result 

Equations (6-5) and (6-6) are now combined to find  F^ , 

^.1 
(6-6) 

and 

F^, = m^L^te  C K -r ^T -^^^ ) -^s^/^ (6-7) 

The above equation is obviously true only for F^ | > 0 . 

The opening effect of the ball on the inertia weight is 
indicated by the magnitude of  F.^i   .  From Equation 
(6-6) , as the ball moves inward ^ < O and X. decreases 
and only the term aT is always positive. 

Since the desired final result of this study is an equation 
of motion of the inertia weight in terms of ^ , all >C 
quantities and their derivatives will be expressed in terms 
of y . Figure 10 shows the kinematic relationships as the 
ball moves inward. 

t ^ 

'  e r. 
y 

Second Position 

First Position 

^ s 

X 

Figure  10 -  Kinematic  Relationship Between Graze Ball and 
Inertia Weight 
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tov, 0 - ^ 
AX (6-8) 

Z^  ^ - Z^X 'Wx 0 (6-9) 

^1  -  -^>i to^e 

*«. 

(6-10) 

(6-11) 

(6-12) 

X and vj displacements are related by an equation of 
I the form 

x=cö^ i-cs (6.135 

where C© and Cc, are constants to be chosen later. 
Equation (6-6) now appears as 

The ^ components of the reaction forces on Balls 2, desig- 
nated by F»tj z.  / are then 

Each of the remaining five balls will exert a direct axial 
force  Fii* x  / on the inertia weight of magnitude 

i _ 

I ^^,1   *  ^^^ (6-16) 

and acting in the positive ^     sense. 

! The total force F^JIDT.   of the balls on the inertia 
| weight, acting in the positive ^  sense, is then 
I 
| 

|      ' ^/TDT.    "  FI^I    -»"^^M^   ^S^^ (6-17) 

FOJ^TDT.   - m6LVt0 [-^ c^-te -haT -^«y-f-Cc,)^^ j 

mG ̂
 ö [- Ljd^t 0 r 0.707 aT - CCfe^ tC^^ J 

21 
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+ 5" ^Gart (6.18) 

-hCr^tücj J + ^^^ ^ (6-19) 

The free body diagram of the secondary balls 2 is shown in 
Figure 11.  The equilibrium equations for balls 2 are 

^I^Jji " ^u,,t +- ^G^-A (6-20) 

RVC.L = F^^-We -vvi^o.ioiaT-^uFte-Cc^y + Ccj)^] (6_21; 

Each of balls 2 exert less axial force on the inertia weight 
because of the term 0.~T01 Cu-j      in Equation (6-21) com- 
pared with the term ai> in Equation (6-14) .  A limiting con- 
dition for ball 2 is reached when 

f(o,L  -* 0 (6-22) 

At this condition, following Equation (6-20), 

K^ — ^GaA (6-23) 

22 
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F, ̂ ,L 

- l^rAA 

Figure 11 - Free Body Diagram of Secondary Ball 

The graze forcing functions are applied to the shell at 
"t =0^  »  If  "t,©  is the time corresponding to Equa- 

tion (6-23), then Equation (6-21) reduces to 

Vv^O^WxÖ - VV^O.lOl CLj   - ^ Let 6 

(6-24) 

or 

4 ^to^e|_o.io-iaT -Cc^cj-tCOuj^ -a-^ts^Ojc (6-25) 

■L=-t0 

23 
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]   -i- C^^j u ^'UVve - Wv,6 o, TOI aT - ^(^v 

-'M lav. ^( (6-26) 

With the numerical values in Appendix A, the above equation 
appears as 

^j -d.c^xic^ =c..4c<t.ar-t. .^'VUL^ -i i-^io"^,^ (6-27) 

After      4^460 is obtained,   the  time   t -1. „    which satis- 
fies Equation   (6-27)   may be obtained.     The    4    component of 
force,  F 
is then 

H,Ttr. , on the inertia weight for  t it. 

F^)U,T.     "-'   l-Kh(    +- 1   l  »M.i (6-28) 

^H.TOT,  -' v^e ^tel-:-i u-te +aT -(ce>j+c;c()^^J 

"*• 7 ^'G 
a rt (6-29) 

P^.TOT, -" W^\ ^-tb[-"j c<--tö  +-a.T -(c^^+cu^^ 

-H Ir u t >t (6-30) 

where   t. rt  is  the  tim-j ■•••o.ch satisfies  Equation   (6-27). 
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The term   Tl"^^  in Equation (6-28) reflects the direct 
axial effect of the balls which do not contribute wedging 
action on the inertia weight. The two possible regimes of 
motion will now be summarized. 

Case I - For O - ii^ t.0   ,   the primary and secondary balls 
contribute wedging action and the remaining five balls con- 
tribute direct axial effect.  Equation (6-19) expresses the 
axial force acting on the inertia weight. 

Case II - For "to^t:   , the primary ball only contributes 
wedging action while the remaining seven balls contribute di- 
rect axial effect.  For this case, Equation (6-30) expresses 
the axial force on the inertia weight. 

A continuous test of whether Case I or Case II operation oc- 
curs may be h?ä by consideration of Equation (6-20).  If 

PV)i>0 / then the secondary balls contribute to the 
wedgi/ig effect of Balls 2 on the inertia weight. For this 
situation Equations (6-20) and (6-21) are valid. At times 
"t, ZiLo ,  when P±,i  =0    , Equation (6-20) will 

still be valid, resulting in 

R^.i.  = Me^ (6-3i) 

However, Equation (6-21) will no longer be true, since the 
kinematic relationship between Balls 2 and the inertia weight, 
given by Equation (6-13), is no longer true. 

Fi^jL   is eliminated between Equations (6-20) and (6-21), 
with the result 

- (  C^ -fCcj^Lüy     ~aAtQ^ÖJ (6-32) 

In  a  similar  fashion F^ | /    trom    Equation   (6-7),   (6"12' 
and   (6-13)   appears  as ' 

4-Crv
v)bO^     -a^twGJ (6-32a) 
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The condition  F^ L >0 ia thus, following Equation (6-32), 
equivalent to 

(6-33) 

or 

[- [.111]  -M.C^xlO^ +-0. Jül aT  -a^ -2..17X \0L J >0   (6-34) 

Equation (6-34) may be used to determine whether Case I or 
Case II operation prevails, and the time  tic.  at which 
Case II operation commences is found from Equation (6-27). 

7.   ABSOLUTE ACCELERATION OF THE CENTER OF MASS OF THE 
 mmi WEIGHT 

With the secondary X>, ^t t coordinates positioned as de- 
scribed before, the absolute acceleration £to.,z of 
the center of mass of the inertia weight will now be ob- 
tained.  The several terms needed in Equation (5-1) are 

n. -Jy <7-2' 
so that ^ is the position of the CM of the inertia weight. 

X   - Z(ar)  tJC-a,^ (7-3) 

K*   '' J ^ 

_ — '* 

(7-4) 

(7-5) 

— * n = o*n - o (7-6) 
dX 
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z J ic 
• 

ZU)   X^a •= 0 U'ij C 

G 
4 

o 1 

L 7 *' 

(Äj x /I   - 0 L(JLJ c 

G LJ c 

~ c 

■ c 

(7-7) 

(7-8) 

UJX(Ü)X;L) - ü (7-9) 

The absolute acceleration   CL Cj j- is then 

^o.x " ^(ar) t j (-a^ + Cj ) (7-10) 

8.   DYNAMIC EQUILIBRIUM REQUIREMENTS OF THE INERTIA WEIGHT 

Figure 12 shows the applied and inertia forces acting on the 
inertia weight.  These forces are identified below. 

^~l,l > hM ) HyH J    ^i,L > ^i*^ J n^/i    - reaction 
forces and components of Balls 1 and 2, as previously de- 
fined, on the inertia weight. 

Normal reactions of center rod on inertia 
weight _ 
Friction forces induced by t-^ and F^- 
Inertia force of inertia weight. 
Total force of three creep springs. Ks 
is the combined spring constant of the 
three springs 
Total initial force of 3 creep springs 
Inertia moment due to angular accelera- 
tion of shell. Xo is the mass moment 
of inertia about the CM. 

The sense of the inertia force  hi ^T   which acts through 
the CM is obtained from the K component of Equation (7-10), 
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while the sense of the term JL0(A is obtained from Figure 5 

The object of the subsequent analysis is to obtain the fric- 
tion forces Fa, and F4 , so that a summation of forces in 
the ^   direction may be made.  The moments will be summed 
about the CM.  Figure 13 shows the configuration of the 
components of ball force which contribute to moment about 
the CM depicted in Figure 12.  There will be a slight addi- 
tional contribution to the sum of moments about the CM caused 
by the forces 
neglected. 'i^-b ~ ^Qc<~ft 

and these effects will be 

ix-.i. 

Point A  — 
(Fig. 12) 

F IX, 1 

iy.,L 

Figure 13 - Components of Force of Primary and 
Secondary Graze Balls 
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The equilibrium requirements, from Figure 12, are 

ZL_MCM ~0   (clockwise moments are positive) 

-Xo^   + FLC^ + FT,^   +  F,^, (CV -Ca,)   - F.cj^,  CL 

tFsCs   -F4C4   +2.^ 0.7Ü7  F(?SCC c-s -CO 

- Fi^i Co.TO-7C.z.)3 =0 (8-1) 
X" c  = o      (Forces positive in positive K sense) 
z.— x 

FL  -vv^1aT - F,xy| - Fs -1.41 hjc^ =0    (8-2) 
notion of the inertia weight is assumed to be impending, so 
that 

R, ^C fL (8-3) 

F4   -^Fs- (8-4) 

With the  results 

H^j    =   riy.jWiÖ j s ^^ (8-5) 

The   normal reactions       t"^     and        hr are 

-h[cL   f- CU-/AC4^-t^WNe]( F.y,, + 1.41  F|ld^ A   (8-6) 

Fs - i - j   Xo-^   - C^L -t-yu C^^  \\]    Ctj 
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4-[CL -C C7+^c^N)-U,vve]c'F^yl-f L4( P1Lj/j\(8-7; 

The total friction force    IT,.- -J.^,--,      is 

^f.-Ttr. " F^ rM  r-a ^
F

L*+ ir<:N) (8-8) 

For equilibrium of  the  inertia weight  in the    y       direction, 
from Figure 12, for 

is 

For the regime of the motion where O  ~  "L   ~    ii 0 , 
the above equation appears as 

(8-9; 

YA \u^e[-^ ^8 -i zA\ aT -^(c^tjt^^LOyJf^a.^^ 

-^x(ij -^HVC^I -^^L^-^-l^:0    ^-^-t- (8-10) 
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where   Wl^   is the mass of the inertia weight. Using 
FIM^I    and FH,L    

from Equations (6-14) and (6-15), 
the above equation finally appears as 

L W C 
U i 

-^ C^^JM 'j + 1^ K t L., u^ ^»GcVt B 1 ^-^^[^[iC; 

i-lA^e ( Ci -C7 -.! ac.4^] ( ] (j M- + S^Jfl-rt 

+[^G6^e[i^i - rA [iCi. -f-uwe Ccs -C7 -2-/lC^)] ^ 

c, 

r    L -  J_ (' 

For Case II, where only the primary ball has a wedging effect 
on the inertia weight and "t, >~tu / the equilibrium re- 
quirements of the inertia weight, from Figure 12, are 

(8-11) 

-f F-7t. r - ^4(:4 (8-12) 
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Vz_ -^CLj      - \-^     -\-S      -'   O {8_13) 

Motion is  again assumed to be impending,   so that 

F^   -jx pi (8-14) 

F^ '-JLK  Fb- (8-15) 

The forces F5 and 1-4 are then found to be 

Fz^^Xcx^ t-^^-/AC4)jv1xaTf[c.L<ci-/Aq)-weJF,cj (8-i6) 

^-'•^ [lo^ -CC^tMC^) ^xaTi-[c^-a7 -hM^-^GJF,^  (8.17) 

The total friction  force        '"FTOT is 

F'F.n.T.  - fV+F^ (8-18) 

so that 

FF^r.   r^M  ?-xo^ ^Ccs- -Cu -^c4)^x CLT 

-f [2.cL + C c^ -c7 -^yuc^^-to^ e JF/^ 
(8-19) 

For Case  II operation,where only the primary ball acts  on  the 
inertia weight/ 

■"Itj ,70T.     '   ''I'jj I (8-20) 
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The equilibrium requirement of the inertia weight in the J 
direction, from Figure 12,   is 

The above equation may be written as 

"AQISA e\^-Ll  LA £     t 'L r - ( C v Lj f C t-, ) Ljtj ] f 7 ni( «A 

M   C 
T 

-f l-vi le^c,. ^(c, -c7 -L/UC4)T^0][-:J ^B 

■iClr - CC^^ -tC^UAj ,v>x ( y -^VL^ +i<(y-y.)jrc 

The  term   (l ^QQ/]') in the  above equation  is added directly 
to account for the  effect of the remaining seven balls.     The 
terms  in Equation   ( 8-22)   are combined,   and the  final result is 

^ I   t »% L A 2'b s 
C 

lJ 
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H- L 
^ -hc^io'tj ^Qute<\- 

C, L 
- I*. (-A )U,n 

^urte 11 - ^-[:.L: . •+■   L C;,  - ^7 - - n t-4 ' la M t' 

- M ^j ( Cs -^u -'V^^) a T /"). t 'HX h-M 

(L 
C t| UJ u    m g ttrt 6 < cc6 +Cc:< -c7-^^.4yUv,^ 

4- L M. Xoj^ 
i-    ''^   - lc lJc ■t   >t(! (8-23) 

The dimension Cz.  in Figure 12 is a function of ^j .  The 
effect of this is to make the equations of motion of the 
inertia weight, Equations (fl-n) and (3-23)/ nonlinear. 
However, as is shown in Appendix B, the term Cz.   exhibits 
a weak dependence on y  .  It will be assumed that the 
term C^. is a constant, and the magnitude of this constant 
will be chosen'2'to yield conservative results for the motion 

(2) See Appendix B for the details of this computation 
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of the inertia weight.     If    C^,     is  a constant,  the equations 
of motion of the  inertia weight,  Equations   (8-11)   and   (8-23), 
are second ordar linear differential equations with constant 
coefficients,  of the  form 

A,'^   fAitj   = l\^ a^   i  l\ACLr   i l\<s *■ 1- 'h (8-24) 

where the    Aj      are constants. 

The initial conditions are 

"t •- O Lj    -tjc   -- L-cnst . (8-25) 

-t   - Ü ')    ' U (8-26) 

where  "j c  is the initial displacement of the center of mass 
of the inertia weight. The above conditions are chosen to 
correspond to the application of the graze forcing function 
at t. » G • 

9.   NUMERICAL FORMS OF THE EQUATIONS OF MOTION OF THE INERTIA 
WEIGHT 

Appendix A contains a tabulation of the numerical constants of 
the present problem.  The particular shell considered is the 
lOSmm Howitzer Ml.  Appendix B compares the forms of the e- 
quations of motion of the inertia weight for maximum and min- 
imum values of the dimension Cz.     .  It is seen in this ap- 
pendix that the maximum percent differences between the co- 
efficients in the equations of motion of the inertia weight, 
in the extreme cases, are less than 8%.  It will thus be as- 
sumed, in order to obtain linear forms for the equations of 
motion of the inertia weight, that c^ = constant.  In addi- 
tion, the constant value of Ci. will be taken to be Ciyvi4.>c. / 
so that conservative ^3) results will be obtained for the mo- 
tion of the inertia weight. With the above assumptions, the 
equations of motion of the inertia weight for the two regimes 

o <. t  - tic  and  t.^ 6 tl  are, from Equations (8-11) and 
(8-23), 

(3) One of the purposes of this study is to determine whether 
the graze module functions under the application of min- 
imum values of the forcing functions.  Equations (8-6) 
and (8-7) reveal that the retarding friction forces,, Fa 
and F4 , acting on the inertia weight will be maximum' 
for maximum values of C^ . 
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3.<L x I0~   ^.    -141 (9-1) 

Case I - Operation, o < tt tc , Balls 
1 and 2 both exert wedging action on in- 
ertia weight, 

Ci   - Ci_/lVlAx     =  0,4~1L,     (Equation   8-11) 

ItiOxicT   cj   -•S'ü.icj   - (tu'i x\o~^ t.LT + t.';ri xii7 ,L^ 

-3.iO x ID    c^   -41*7 (9-2) 

Case II - Operation,  "to^t:   , Ball 1 
only exerts wedging action on inertia 
weight,   C^ »Q,yu/v*  -0,41b f  Equa- 
tion (8-23)    ''"**■ 

The constraint equation which determines whether Case I or 
Case II operation prevails, Equation (6-27),appears as 

.L>   .       ^ .......   . ~ ,,, -.    ,.*..,..(= - O 

t=tc 
For  O £ "t - t o    , the motion of the inertia weight will 
be given by Equation (9-1) .  For  t £: to    , the motion is 
given by Equation (9-2).  It may be observed that, for certain 
magnitudes of the forcing functions, there may be no positive 

•to   which satisfies Equation (9-3).  For this case the 
equation of motion of the inertia weight would be given by 
Equation (9-2). 

10.   EQUATIONS OF MOTION OF THE INERTIA WEIGHT WHEN THE GRAZE 
FORCING FUNCTIONS ARE APPROXIMATED BY TRIANGULAR SHAPES. 

The lateral acceleration field aT of the graze module housing 
1        will now be assumed to have the shape shown in Figure 14.  By 

properly choosing ctctl,     and Ti.    ,  the best approximation 
to the £tf(t) curve may be obtained.  The three regimes of 
time are then 

(9-3) 
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Ott -t 
rut. 

(10-1) 

t,£-tl-tL Cl (t.2 -t^) (10-2) 

t^t CL T  "- C (10-3) 

Ulj 

CLo \- 

t 
Figure 14 - Triangular Approximation of Graze Forcing Functions 

where t- , and "t i   are the times of peak and cessation, 
respectively, of the acceleration function. 

- 4 
Equation (9-1) is divided by  |.bc| X It)    ,  with the re- 
sult 

ü     -■UiUx\0ULj    =   O.^lto  aT    + 0.b\0   dfy 

-con -^   - 6.^.2 x 10 .s- 
(10-4) 
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Using Equations (4-14) and (4-15), the above uquation appears 
as 

' B. 2,^ K iO5" (10-5) 

K-i is defined as 

K^^jo.^iL. -t-O.RlOK, -C'.M'iK^l  (10-6) 

and Equation (10-5) now appears as 

Equation (10-7) will now be solved for the three regimes of 
operation 

aT is given by Equation (10-1) as 

ctr - i£L (10-8) 

With 

K4. •> !^L5i0_ (10-9) 

Equation (10-7) appears as 

(]  - i.z.G x u:^ ^j ■- iCf-t -B.-V: KK ^ do-io) 
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The complementary solution satisfies the equation 

jc   - u i(o x !(.;■   L] - o (10-11) 

or 

^JC    ^   A,   4c>vK    ll^-Ot     t   ^2.  L-KQ^   l|Lo~t. (10-12) 

The    particular solution     ^f p    is assumed in the  form 

LJ p   .-  ^ t   1- ^ (10-13) 

Equation (10-13) is substituted into Equation (10-16),with 
the result 

- I. ük XIO1* (AtttS)    - lC4t   - B.^ZX 10^ : (10-14) 

~ I.IL K\0L A    --■  <A (10-15) 

- uz-c, x ioG e>   -- -B. ^.e. xios 
(10-16) 

~7 
A -  -l.CfA x to     IC4 (10-17) 

I?)   ^ O.bLO (10-18) 

tj p      is  then 

-7 
Ljp   r   -7^14   xic'    /<^t   -f   CCCC (10-19) 
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and the general solution is 

'■\z l)c +L1 (10-20) 

or 

4 - A j   4v^.u. n'^ t     t A2 t._0k ii' ■ ■ l. 

-I.ri4-   *10~71C4       +   C.LCU (10-21) 

The velocity     U       is 

t!j    =    I | Lo    A ,   cc-vCk  I I lc t   +  II2-0 A^ /rt'v^ I I^L-ot 

-1. ^4   X \0        |C4 (10-22) 

At     ~t = Ü ,    ^J   = O j    so that 

O^    ULoA,    -T. c(4 XIO"7 K4 (10-23) 

Ai-   1- üfc  X ID'    C  IC4 (10-24) 

At    t, r o   ;  4 - ^ c   - O . 2.1 ^ ,       so  that 

Ü.   n'>     -  A^  +   O.LCO (10-25) 

A L -  - o. ^ 1.1 (10-26) 
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The complete solution for the interval  O - "t ^ t 
finally 

is 

- U" 
■]- 1.0<6)(\0     KA   4^ W'tot   - 0.^bl i . K  I (Z.c 1 

--7 
-7/14 X ic      ^4 t    +  D. LUD (10-27) 

~7 
Cj  =1.^4X10    ic4 U'iv li^ot   -4M A-cU-x M^cii 

_-7   0 1 
1.CI4 X\ü      1<4 (10-28) 

In the  interval        ^- /    -   "t      -   "t 2_        the equation of 
motion is 

J -L2.L X\ü  LJ = £5 
a, 

t^-tl 
c^t^-O - 8.^2. X 10        (10-29) 

KiO-o "tz. 

t^-t.,        -t^-t 
^aot   -8.^x10^  (10-30) 

With the notations 

Ks  --   - (10-31) 
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\ K^   --      {<''CL" kh (10-32) 

Equation   (10-29)   appears as 

^   -   \.LL  K   IC^5^   =   \C^t    -tKLi   -^^«ixtu5" (10-33) 

The complementary solution is 

4c    =   ^^   ^-^vU Ul'Ot     i    A4.  CoK  I 11-0 ± (10-34) 

The particular  solution is assumed to be 

^ 
- Ct:   i-  Ö (10-35) 

Equation (10-35) is substituted into Equation (10-33), with 
the result 

- LlC X IO C = !<<; (10-37) 

C = -1.94x,o-7Kc (10-38) 

-L^xic^b -«4, -V.U.KU'* (10-39) 

f) =  VC^ - ft. ^2. A ) 0S (10-40) 

- I . <LU X 1 C^ 
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-7 
D^ -l.rM xiu     IC-   4- 0. CLG (10-41) 

and 

.7 -7 
Llp   -   -l.^xiO     Ks t -l.c'f4x k.    ICL -t O.CCO     (io-42) 

0 

The final solutions for M  and  LJ  are then 

-7 
4 - A^  4t^ 11^3 t.   t A4   LeU\ MtOt    -7.^4^10    IV t 

-7 
- 7. ^ 4 X" 1 o      IC u   -h O. ü G. C (10-43) 

-7 
^=   I I^OA*. UnKMZ^il ^ M^ ^4 4M~K ll^ot  -7-^4X10 Ks"    (IO-44) 

The boundary conditions are  that,   at t. "t. 1 ,  Equa- 
tions   (1^-27)   and   (10-28)   must be equal to Equations   (10-43) 
and   (10-44),   or 

I     Equation   (10-27)        J   - Equation   (10-43) 
-I    (10- 

t = t, 
(IO-45) 

Equation   (10-28) ]- I Equation   (10-44) (10 ,46) 

t-^t, t=t 
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Equations (10-45) and (10-46) are solved simultaneously for 
^3, and  ^4 .  The final result for the equation of motion 

in the interval   t: , il- t    - ^ L   is then 

- 10 

^~]l,0t6x SO      1^4 <W.i . il'  ' ■•/-.1 -■■'■ :>x/l  ' ' ■     w (- ^'f'> 

^   - -1 - 7 
-7.c(4  Xio      fM t ,     1    T..'i4   x'u.      f;.- t ( 

■t-~M4 xi o ^^ci   ^..^K 11 Z o ( ^ -1 ,") 

11 i. O 

-■7,(:f4 x ID    |c4 + l.^x ID   ^s\ ^w-. n?.-L L-6 -1, ) 

- 7.H4 x icr^K.-t:   -7.c14^iO     Kb   +- CLXO (10-47) 

-10 

L 
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-1^4 Xio""7^^ ^i    t-?'^ xir/7 K.s-11 

+ 1^4 x-IO'7ICL y Auu mo (-e-t.) 

4-f 1.94 X>D'7IC4 Uii'xUZo-t, -4M^v^^ la-ct/ 

-7.44 xio~7 ic4 4 1.14 x io~7|is( CM' 2-oC-t-t ^ 

-7^4Xio-7)<r i.^^-t, (io^8) 

For    t-t, -  ~t /   ^L j- = O        and the equa- 
tion of motion appears as 

[\     --\,LL*\0Ly     -     -Ö^^XIO5"        (10-49) 
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The solution to Equation (10-49) is 

]-   A-5- .\J.L.   \\i{yi.     i t-\ b   ( vi-x  in'it.   fC-.i-Li   (10-50) 

and the velocity is 

The  above  two  functions must be  equal to Equations   (10-47) 
and   (10-48),   at    t - t *.      This  condition is expressed as 

[ Equation   (10 -47)        1     -     1     Equation   (10-50) J    (10-52) 

Equation   (10-4R) = [ Equation   (10-51) (10'53) 

±=X^ t-tt 
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Equations (IO-52) and (10-53) are solved simultaneously for 
A 5  and  /^  .  The final result for the equation of 

motion in the interval t^ -f: t.   is then 

^ r'M.C'ftxio ,c ic^  ,k^rvii?ut.,  -o.zbl L.frU u'-ut. 

-7.rl4 xic"7 K4t ,    +l,r(4Xiü  7Ks"t, 

_~r 
+ 7.^4   X i0~     I^G (     CoCv    112-0  ("t   -t () 

-1 

\ 1^0 
7.94 xio    IC4  6cUA I fio t , - 4M A^J^ (i^ot 

-7.94 xio 7|C4 t7/(4x)o^7Ks-\ z^'A M^ö ("t -"t ^ 

•7.^4 x ID   Ks- 11 c&A Wtoit --tt)*~ &^ tiioC-e-ti) 
1 C-<J 

_7 
-h (-7.74 x'/c   VG -t-u.^^o) t-oi^ lUoC-t-tt} 

-O.üLO  t tv{^||^ o^f -t?,^ r   O-bGO       t^t: (10-54) 
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^ -  Wl-Oj  1, Oe.XiD"'U|C4   %\,U v   ||2L,t  , - C.  iV7 {f,jU, il\ t 

- 1^4 x\o~7n4 t i   i- 7-ci4 x to'7 lcs t 

-f"7.cf4  xicr7|ct,  (   ^-.U... iiU-(-t -r ^ 

+ H'^H xic~7IC4 cc-.(N (u'ft,   - ^S4 4..U tr-ut, 

-7,94 XID^IC^   +7.c74   xio   7KS( C^Ul tl^(±--t t) 

7.rf4 xio"7 IC^ ll^o t z. A<.:^  U^o f-t -tz) 

+■  c.^Gk li^o( t -t^) 

+ (f- 7.. 9^} x i r'1 icG t r. i co \ 11 z o ^o,^ n Zof-t --( ^) 

-O.CtO (U?.v) Ac.U  l^o(t -T^ ^£1,     (io-55) 
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The above equations are all for the case where both the 
Primary Ball, 1, and the Secondary Balls, 2, exert wedg- 
ing action on the inertia weight.In all of these cases, 

O < 't^'t.o '    The equations of motion for the 
case where Ball 1 alone exerts wedging action on the in- 
ertia weight, where   "£.,<. •£•       / can be derived 
in a similar manner. 
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11. COMBINED MOTION OF INERTIA WEIGHT, DETENT BALLS AND 
FIRING PIN       ~ 

the When the inertia weight moves forward sufficiently, 
detent locking balls will be released. 
the line of centers of these two balls 
line of action of aT, for the duration 
bitrary.  Figure 15 shows two extremes 
In Figure 15a both balls will have the 
on them and the problem is symmetric. 
problem is antisymmetric, since one ball will have the a-p, 
effect tending to release it while the other ball will have 
the a  effect opposing it. 

two 
The orientation of 

with respect to the 
of the graze, is ar- 
of this orientation, 
same forces acting 
In Figure 15b the 

/ 

/ 

N / \ 

\ 

\ o / 

\ 
/ 

\ 

I 

\ / 

a 

Figure 15  Detent Ball Orientation 

b 

Figure 16 shows the configuration of the firing pin, the 
detent ball and the inertia weight.  «ri i   is an axial co- 
ordinate of the firing pin, positive downwards, and L

JM 
is an arbitrary positive constant, so that the relative 
axial displacement of the firing pin is  J,-iJ>i 
Xi  is a radial coordinate of the ball and  xc,   is 

some positive constant, so that the displacement of the 
ball, positive outwards, is X, <OI The displacement 
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of the inertia weight is  "j ■~LJo /as derived earlier, 
and the radius of the ball is designated by n,     .   ^0| 
and  »Joi  will presently be defined. 

As the inertia weight moves upward, the detent balls will 
move radially outward.  The edge o^ the inertia weight will 
be in contact with the ball. Figure 16, for some 
part of the motion. 

^/—y, 

ty      Subs 
'—-Posi 

Subsequent 
tion 

Locked 
/  ^   Position 

Ball Center in / 
Locked Position 

-V4 c>( 

Detail •'A" 

Figure 16 - Firing Pin, Detent Ball, Inertia Weight Orientation 

The Kinematic relationship between the motion of the firing 
pin and the ball is given in Figure 16.  From this figure. 

or 

tOvy P    '- 
*. -* oi 

X, > Xo, 
M 'J, -'Jo 
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The Dimension A in Figure le is given by 

A-a- (x, -*.-,,) (11-2) 

The relationship between the motion of  the  inertia weight  and 
the ball,   while  they  are both  in  contact,   is 

ft     ~   '' i \-'-k ir  t\ (11-3) 

or 

fl 
L 

(11-4) 

Equation (11-4) will be true only for the time that the ball 
is in contact with the inertia weight.  This effect is very 
significant in the present derivation, and it will be sub- 
sequently discussed. From Figure 16, 

"tcuo Lp z 
'J-^c 

^-(X. -Xr., ) 

(11-5) 

The relationship between the velocities K, and y  is now 
found by taking the first time derivative of Equation (11-4) 
This result is 

0- 2(-J —Jo) h   t^[ l-CX,  -Xo^jl'-^i) (ii-6) 

^n -(x, -Xo(). 
.j r X, (11-7) 
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With the aid of Equation (11-5), the above equation appears 
as 

(11-8) 

Equation (11-8) is a kinematic relationship between the 
velocities of the detent ball and the inertia weight. As 
the ball moves radially outward, it will exert an upward 
component of force on the inertia weight.  This force will 
be assumed to be small, and thus it will not influence the 
equation of motion of the inertia weight.  Thus, the pre- 
viously obtained equations of motion of t.ie inertia weight 
will be valid. 

As 1 m 
L (11-9) 

tOvN <-f —*"  ■>=> 
and, following Equation (11-8), 

(11-10) 

oQ (11-11) 

The physical significance of Equation (11-11) is that at 
some angle, designated by <^>e / the ball and the inertia 
weight are no longer in contact. For O -  ^f 6. tfe        , 
the motion of the detent ball bears a purely kinematic 
relationship to the motion of the inertia weight, in ac- 
cordance with (11-8).  For   (^0  ■C <^ , the motion 
of the ball is governed by its own equation of motion. 
This limiting value of cp0 will be identified in a sub- 
sequent section. 

The antisymmetric case of Figure 15b will now be analyzed, 
with the previous assumption of quasi-static behavior. 
All friction forces on the detent balls will be neglected, 
but the friction force between the firing pin and its hous- 
ing will be included.As the inertia weight moves forward 
several regimes of operation are possible, depending on the 
magnitude of the forcing functions.  These regimes are ident- 
ified below. 

Case A - Both Detent Balls in Contact with Inertia Weight 
and with Firing Pin   ~~ 

For this case the motion relationship is purely kinematic. 
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The   '3       (inertia weight)   motion  is  related  to  the    K, 
(detent ball)   motion  through  Equation   (11-4).     The A, 
motion  is   related  to the      y.       (firing pin)   motion  by 
Equation   (11-1).     From Equation   (11-4), 

is  the  kinematic  relationship  between  the inertia  weight 
and  the  detent balls.     Case  A operation will  exist  until 

L
) > 4D -ty ft1--1"l- (*> -*..' 1" (ii-i3) 

or 

^j > 0.2.1 ^ -hy/Ci.^üLK,  - X,    -')l^<\,r (11-14) 

This limiting condition for Case A operation will be dis- 
cussed in a subsequent section of this report. 

Case B - Both Detent Balls in Contact with Firing Pinf but 
Not in Contact with Inertia Weight 

For this case, the free body diagram will be as shown in 
Figure 17.  The forces P,^  and  (-^4   are normal con- 
tact forces on Balls 3 and 4, respectively.  Both balls 
will have equal radial displacements, since they are as- 
sumed to be in contact with the firing pin. P^.; and ^2,4 
are reaction forces, of the detent ball guides on the de- 
tent balls, acting in the axial direction.  The coordinate 
X, is measured from the center axis of the shell. XC1 

will be taken to be the coordinate of the balls in the lock- 
ed position.  Thus,X(-Xci is the relative, outward, radial 
displacement of the balls. 

Figure 18  shows the free body diagram of the firing pin, 
corresponding to the situation depicted in Figure 17.  The 
coordinate ^1  is measured from the ceiling of the graze 
module and ^0i    is a known constant. 

If the free length of the spring is designated 
by (L    then the spring force V^ is 

K^ - ^ ffX-J^ (11-15) 

where K,, is the spring constant.  The initial spring force 

t 
\~o    is given by 

f0^ Kr(a -M'-MN (11-16) 
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% c*>* 
aT>> 

Figure 17  Free Body Diagram of Detent Belli, 
Case B Operation 

i,4 

*iFar 

Ceiling of 
Graze Module 

Figure  18       Free  Body Diagram of Firing Pin 
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Cquationi   (11-15)  and   (11-16)   may be comliined,   with  t a«j  r-- 
■ ult 

i I V- .        J.    'M. .   "^ (11-17) 

The  friction   forco duo  to  the normal   force "Ufforcncu 

UV4     -l',.- N ..... 
has bean negloctod.    The equilibrium roquiremont  of  the 
firing pin  is 

r 
^o     ^' -M. -l)c^   ■" r-    'r.       l"F   I ' u F ' r 

and that of the detent balls is given by 

(11-18; 

»h-V ^^»l^ -mo *f 
t » »IöCK.^LO!, -aT ") - O  (11-19) 

^ u^p» -^0^, t-^UCX.^io^ t-aT)=c (11-20) 

where ^'o and fflp are the masses of the balls and the fir- 
ing pin, respectively. Equations (11-19) and (11-29) are 
solved for r, ^  and 1^4.  with the result 

fl. 
<- CT fS 

\v \o K, - ^^c x( njvj -f-aT) (11-21) 

p 1.4 
c -to    > 

;-|_ IV1D x, - ^'öC ^. U-'M   -^7^ (11-22) 
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From Equation   (11-1), 

K,   - M,   UMß (11-23) 

Cquationi   (11-1),   dl-i«)  «nd   (11-21)   throunh  (Uy»3 )  «ro 
now combined and  the result  is 

^Vvip Lotf> i-2.VM6-Wv, ;s]x, -[-'»»nUAJ   ta>,p -Kt^cl;''J X, = 

=  F0   4- <0 XCM   ( t-t  [!.   - VMF (  a ^    r ^a ar } (11-24) 

or 

-«r •• 
l.iS x IO      X ,     r B.fcü X ■. ^< 

-(» 
-(3.'?>OX\ü    (^a^ -t-cia-r) (11-25) 

Equation (11-24) is the desired result for the motion of 
the balls when both balls are in contact with the firing 
pin in case B operation. It may be observed that aT ap- 
pears in Equation (11-24) only in the form of a friction 
force effect.  After Equation (11-24) is integrated, the 
X| and ^j, motions are related by Equation (11-1).  The 

necessary condition for case B operation is that 

fo >o (11-26) 

P 1.4 > O (11-27) 

since  these   forces  are compressive  contact forces.     These 
conditions,   from Equations   (11-21)   and   (11-22),   are 
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/, - C v * r (1J -2«) 

x, - ( x.•. -  IT )     • 
(1 1-20) 

or 

X,  -(  ,M * i   < , i  i - 
(ll-]n) 

X . - ( i'. . i ■ | A i X ) > ( (ll-U) 

Case C - One Ball Only in Contact with Inertia Weight 

The two detent balls, from Figure 1 0,  experience differ- 
ent outward forces due to the terns ±LC.LY.     Since Ball 3 
has a greater outward force on it than Ball 4, there is 
a possibility that it might lose contact with the firing 
pin before Ball 4 does.  The case will now be analyzed 
where Ball 4 is in contact with the firing pin and Ball 3 
is not. 

The free body diagram for this condition is shown in Figure 
19. 

™o(*.S' 

-ar) 

aT. 

' ''M 
I 

^ 
> fU 

1       1 [•V-K <- 
L        , 

L      | 
\ 

%^i 
'*    \ / 

® 

X 'A" 

wioX 

p J 

Figure 19   Free Body Diagram of Detent Balls, 
Case C Operation 
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The displacomunt ^1,4 of Ball 4 will be related to the dla- 
placoment ^j,  of the firing pin by Equation (11-1).  The 
diaplacemont **,.*,      of Ball 3, if V^X.,^  , will bo in- 
dependent of %  . Tho free body diaqram of the firing 
pin will bo tho same as that shown in Figure 19, if the 
force i\^  is removed. 

The equilibrium ruquirement of the firing pin is 

Co "MM. -In") -*V-aA "^f i. -MVv»FaT -\\,A   X^t>   * 0(ll-32) 

and that of Ball 4 is 

1,A ^^P» " vv1b ^i^ VVlt> (^.,4 "\    -^T) O (11-33) 

^,,4   is eliminated between the above two equations  and, 
using Equation   (11-1),   the  final  result is 

-- P0 + vc0 yp, i„i-f> - vviF (aA H ^ar )-w ar"Wxf!> (ii-34) 

or 

UZ. vio^*,^ -M.UXl/r-    ST,^   -C.4ox\o" aA 

-7 

The equilibrium requirement  for Ball  3 is 

(11-35) 

- Vv\ lN   X.  >    t-   W 0   ^i.5.    '     •"D   ^ ^«.3  ^M ( xM k;M  -+- ar") = o (11-36) 

and  the  constraint equation  is 

*!,>    " X01 )  >C ^J.   -4oi) W, p> (11-37) 
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The numoricfll   form of  Pquntion   (11-KO   1« 

X,^   - '. ,(.'l   •    .  '   \ , i   i (11-38) 

liquation   (11-37)   /»ppcar;!  at 
X,^   S C\'> 11  vj(  -c   .(   :( 

Tho constraint condition  for Equation   (11-34)   is (j, .JD,) 

^I,-»    > '' (11-39) 

or,   from Equation   (11-29), 

L 

or 

(11-40) 

X|A-  (Z.G^  KIUC   K)M   -  a-r^O (11-41) 

Case D - Both Balls Not in Contact With Firing Pin or '71 th 
Inertia Weight   ~ 

For another regime of motion, where the firina pin exerts 
no force on the balls and the balls do not contact the 
inertia weight, the free body diagram is as shown in Fig- 
ure 20. 

For this case the displacements of the two balls, X(JJ and 
Xl 4.  , are different, due to the terms ±(Xj      .     The 

corresponding free body diagram of the firing pin will be 
the same as Figure IP, with the forces  p, ^  and  p(^ 
omitted. 

From Figure  1 e, 

v-o-K., C^-Mc.V" wH-aA-^F'^   -,u^FaT --('• (ii-42) 
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L*T 

»'O'trf 

*t>(KA^ 

-*T) 

•^x,^ tvi0 ^j^ 

I  ^1|>1<H 

Figure  20  -  Free Body Diagram of Detent Balls 
Case 0 Operation 

and,   from Figure 20. 

-^/x(,4 -f^oCx.^^ -a,j)=o (11-43) 

- ^D Xl)4,  + WID ( X,^ UJ.I -h aj") = 0        (11-44) 

The conditions for operation in this regime are that 

and that Equation (11-13) is satisfied. 
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Equations (ll-42)through (11-44) are now rearranyod to 
appear as 

^F^i    t^oH,     =   FL1   tk-o vj0|    •Mlp(c(r^    i-L^Lj)    (11-45) 

X 1,4        " u  »-j    X,,4      =     "^T (11-46) 

1,3 - ^^   X.^      =      CLT (11-47) 

or 

t.^oxio  cj,   -»- 1^.00^, - S/H -G.50XIC ^a^ -f-o. i  aT)(ii-48) 

x,^  -^,ccjAlo  xl;4 ^  -aT (11-49) 

x,^ -2..(,rixiu  x,^  -   aT (11-50) 

The coordinate   ^     is  a measure of  the  axial displacement 
of the inertia weight,  while the coordinate   ^,     measures 
the axial displacement of the  firing pin.     For computer 
solutions of the present problem,   it may be more efficient 
to express  all  results  in terms of    ^     .     The transforma- 
tion equations  which  relate  Lj and      *-J|    ,   and their deriva- 
tives, are 

cjt ^t     =C|l   - 0.'I4C1 (11-51) 

Lj   =   -cj, (11-52) 

^ . -:], (11-53) 
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12. LIMITING CONDITIONS FOR INERTIA WEIGHT TO QV   IN 
CONTACT WITH DETENT BALLS 

The combined motion 
and firing pin is an 
havior. In addition 
the detent balls the 
situation shall be d 
Numerical values of 
befoe a definite ide 
ous regimes of combi 
firing pin. 

of the inor 
effect whi 

, for a sma 
motion may 
iscussed in 
the forcing 
ntification 
ned motion 

tia weight, detent balls 
ch exhibits bilinear be- 
ll part of the motion of 
be nonlinear, and this 
the following paragraph, 
functions are required 
can be made of the vari- 

of the detent balls and 

Figure 2 1 shows the detent ball at the last point at 
which it is tangent to the inclined surface of the fir- 
ing pin.  As the pin moves down further, and if_  it still 
contacts the ball, the magnitude and direction of the 
contact force will continually be changing.  This will 
be a regime of nonlinear motion because of the chang- 
ing direction of the force. 

Figaro 21 - Kinematic Relationship of Firing Pin and Detent Ball 
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1 

Since this motion is a small part of the total motion, it 
will be treated as a linear motion. That is, whun the pin 
goes down past the position shown in Fiqurc 21, it will be 
assumed that there is no further contact betwoon tho nin 
and the detent ball.  From Fiqurc 22, when a detent ball 
has moved through a radial distance CM,       , it will be as- 
sumed to no longer be in contact with the firin-i pin. 

Firing Pin 

s Inertia Weight 
L^ in Locked 

Position 

-c. 

Figure 22 - Limiting Position of Firing Pin and Detent Ball 

In the initial configuration, at time  t ^ 0"     , the in- 
ertia weight is down. Figure 1, and the detent balls are in 
the locked position.  At t^-c the graze forcing functions are 
appliaä and at some later time, for sufficiently large values 
of the forcing functions, the inertia weight begins to rise. 
In this initial stage of the motion balls (l) and (J) are in 
contact with the inertia weight, in Case A Operation.  A 
method of superposition will now be employed to determine 
the time and position at which this contact is lost. 
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Foi. Case A opera clem, the displacements and velocities of 
the balls and the inertia weight  are related by Equations 
(11-4) and (11-8). Also,   at the outset of motion both de- 
l'^nt balls are in positive contact with the firing pin. 

Thü inertia weight will now be imagined to be removed and 
the equation of motion.  Equation (11-24), for the situa- 
tion of figure 17, wiJi be solved.  This solution will be 
called  XiA^t)    ■  The Kinematic relationships between 
the laertia weight and the balls are repeated below 

. L. 

nl - (^ -^S h \ 'i - c * < -^i ■)J (12-1) 

x,   - H u.^^ (12": 

The function y is the motion of the inertia weight and at 
this stage of the analysis is a known function of time.  Tb."! 
term Xj  in the above two equations wil". Le designated by 
X, bC_0 

an^ these two equations are. rewritten as 

/  •*   '      \ ^ (]; - 3) 

Xijb  r tj t^^c(' (12-4) 

The inertia weight is now placed back in the problem.  Con- 
tact between the bal.L': and the inertia weight will r,h-; n be 
maintained so long as 

i 

X|)a > Kiih (12-5) 
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This expression implies that the X, motion of the balls 
for this hypothetical case is "ahead" of the X,  motion 
of the inertia weight.  The limiting condition when con- 
tact is lost occurs when 

L ^i,a - X, ^ J t .- t4_ (12-6) 
Both X.jja_ and Xj)b are known functions of time, after the 
forcing'functions have been described.  The time t 4 which 
satisfies Equation (12-6 ) may now be found, and this time 
t..«. is the time at which the inertia weight loses contact 
with the detent balls, at the end of Case A operation. 

The relationship 

L *<>«- ' X'.b ] t .-t4 (12-7) 
may be used to find   4c '  the limiting angle which was 
defined in the section following Equation (11-11). 

1 
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13.   SUMMARY OF EVENTS DURING THE TOTAL FUNCTIONING TIME 
FROM GRAZE TO FIRING 

In order for the graze module to be effective in performing 
its design function it must open sufficiently to release the 
detent balls which, in turn, release the firing pin.  The 
test of whether the inertia weight moves forward with re- 
spect to the shell is as follows. 

a. The solution for w / from Equation (8-11) and (9-1), 
or from Equation (8-23) and (9-2), must be positive. 
A positive value of ^ would indicate that the in- 
ertia weight moves forward with respect to the graze 
module housing. 

b. The velocity, ^J / of the inertia weight must be posi- 
tive.  In view of the definition of the orientation 
of the secondary X^.-t      coordinates, a nega- 
tive value of y     would be incompatible with the 
physical constraints of the problem. 

The graze forcing functions are assumed to be applied at 
time  t"sO+  .  At this outset of motion of the inertia 
weight two regimes of motion are possible, if the magni- 
tude of the graze force is sufficiently large.  In one 
of these regimes, both the primary and the secondary balls 
will exert wedging action on the inertia weight, and the 
equation of motion of this weight is expressed, in its 
most fundamental form, by Equation (8-11) or (9-1).  This 
will be Case I Operation, as previously defined.  For this 
regime of motion the inequality. Equation (6-33), must be 
satisfied.  If Equation (6-33) is not satisfied, then only 
the primary ball will exert wedging action on the inertia 
weight. For this case, previously defined as Case II Opera- 
tion, the equation of motion of the inertia weight is given 
by Equation (8-23) or (9-2). 

If the magnitudes of the graze forcing functions are not 
sufficiently large, the inertia weight will not open.  In 
the following discussion it will be assumed that the forc- 
ing functions which are applied at tsOt  result in 

O    t > O (13-1) 

LJ > O    -t   ^ O (13_2) 
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This assumption may be tested when the numerical results 
are obtained. 

The several possible regimes of motion which follow the 
opening of the inertia weight will now be considered. 
It must be emphasized that a positive identification of 
a particular regime of operation will be possible only 
after the numerical values of the forcing functions have 
been specified.  Consideration will now be given to the 
combined motion of the inertia weight, detent balls and 
firing pin.  There are several possible sequences of o- 
vents which may occur after the application of the forc- 
ing functions.  Two typical sequences will be presented 
below. 

In the first of these sequences, designated as Circuit 1, 
the sequence will be 

Case A —^- Case B —•- Case D 

where the cases are defined in section 11. 

When both detent balls have moved through a distance Cn   / 
Figure 22, the firing pin is free to close.  In the second 
sequence, designated by Circuit 2, Case A Operation will 
be assumed to exist until both detent balls have moved 
radially through a distance C,i    .  The equation of motion 
of the firing pin will then be as outlined in Case D.  Other 
sequences may exist, depending on the numerical values.  The 
computations below, however, outline the typical details of 
going through a particular circuit. 

Circuit 1 

At the outset of motion, at   "t - O        , the inertia 
weight is in the downward position displayed in Figure 1. 
In this position, which is Case A Operation, both detent 
balls are in positive contact with the inertia weight.  If 
the forcing functions are of sufficient magnitude to cause 
the inertia weight to commence its opening process, then a 
limiting condition occurs when the inertia weight lo ses con- 
tact with the two detent balls.  This condition will occur at 
a time designated by "t 4 where t^.  is the time which satis- 
fies Equation (12-6).  The time -t 4  is now compared with to 
where "Lo is given by Equation (6-26) .  If  "C4 <. t: o / 
then the solution of Equation (9-1) is evaluated at   L-t.^. 
This value will be designated by Srt  , where HA  is a con- 
stant. It will represent the upward travel of the inertia 
weight which  corresponds to the time t. 4 

If   "t 4 > t0     the problem is inherently more difficult. 
A test is first made to ascertain whether tc  is positive. 
If  "t c  is not positive, then the two secondary balls @ do 
not exert any wedging effect on the inertia weight.  For this 
case the solution of Equation (9-2) is evaluated at t  1. 4 
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This value will be designated by cjö   f  where ijg  is a con. 
stant, and it will represent the upward travel of the inertia 
weight which corresponds to  t 4. 

If "t 4 > t o , and t,, > t , then for part of 
the travel of the inertia weight all three balls will exert 
wedging action, and for another part of the travel only the 
primary ball will exert this action. The solution for t. <.t.L 
v/ill be designated by ^ c , and it may be found from Equa- 
tion (9-1). The solution for t c < t < t: ^. will be 
designated by *-) jj . The initial conditions for this prob- 
lem are then 

-t--o ^c = ^ (13-4) 

H - O (13-5) 

■t -t_ He -- SO (13-6) 

4c Z  ^5 (13-7) 

The total displacement of the inertia weight at time t4 
designated by <-j£ /is then 

SE   -H (13-8) 

t =t 
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The  initial  conditions   for  the solutions which  result  in 
LJ^    and      ^ft      are 

t -.  0 
^ (13-9) 

1    = Ü L\   = G (13-10) 

At this stage of the analysis there are three possible dis- 
placements of the inertia v/eight which may exist, and these 
are  ^A '  ^ö     or  He  •  The several values of tiie 
displacement of the inertia weight, at the point where it 
lo ses contact with the detent balls, are summarized below. 

o > O    1 4 < T o     4 )   = cj A (13-11) 

t-t 4 

t0<0    t^ >T0    M!       ^ ^IP, (13-12) 

t=t4 

t0>o t^ >tt)    t<tü      MrL1c (13-13) 

to   >0 t.4>to        -t0<-tC-t4        M^MD (13-14) 

t0    >6 1  4   >-t.o ^| ^    Mb   j -~    LiE (13-15) 
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4.-4c 

-   A„       J 
Figure - 23 Kinematic r.elationshios 

Figure 23 shows a detail from Figure 16.  The subscribt J 
may be A, B or E.   ^o    is the limiting angle at which 
the inertia weight looses contact with the detent ball, 
defined by Equation ( 12-7 ) , and  A v      corresponds to cp0 
From Equation (11-2) 

A ^ K - ( * . -Xo,^ 

From the figure 

(13-16) 

AD = ^ 4j -^C) LAC{>0 (13-17) 

K|J  will be the radial displacement of the detent balls, 
at the position  ^ - f0       , which corresponds to Mj , 
where j ^ A, B or E.  Equation (13-16) is substituted into 
Equation (13-17) , with the result 

(  ujj - 4^ cot cVo = R - ( X^ - Xot)        (13-18) 

or 

^ l,j  "  ^Ol 
+ ̂  - ( y: -^.) c-e-t c[Q (13-19) 
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Equation  (13-19) gives the radial location of the detent balls 
at the time "t 4. when the inertia weight lo ses contact with 
these balls.  The corresponding velocities of the detent balls 
may be found with the aid of Equation (11-8) which appears as 

[Xj  - ^j^v. ^ ]t,t (13-20) 

The functional forms of H have already been obtained for the 
several regimes of time which are defined by Equations (13-11) 
through (13-15), and the initial conditions.  The values of 

>5J   /  where  j - M, ß or E  /       may then be ob- 
tained for t - £-4-  •  The detent ball velocity kfj       is then 
related to the inertia weight velocity u;   , followinci equa- 
tion (13-20)/by 

* , J  ~ tjj Xv.^  ^c (13-21) 

where tp0  is as previously defined and _'• ir/A^tS or tE 

In Circuit 1 Operation, Case B Operation is assumed to follow 
Case A Opaation.  This implies that, from Figure 22, 

^ \)1     ^  *ü» < C«l ^0.0^ (13-22) 

>(^<o.n^ 
(13-23) 

The two detent balls are in contact with the firing pin, but 
no longer in contact with the inertia weight.  The motion of 
the detent balls is given by Equation (11-24).  This equation 
is integrated, and the solution is designated by x^   ' where 
the superscript B signifies Case B Operation. 

The initial conditions are 

t = t4     < --   X()i    j.A^orE       (13-24) 

t  ---tq X* rX,j   J ='-\)feorlr      (13-25) 
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When 

?. 
X / c ,   ^ C i L (13-26) 

or 

\ rr-\ (13-27) 

the detent balls lose contact with the firing pin and Case 
B Operation ceases.  The corresponding time is  XL-s     . 
For il   > tis    /       Case D Operation prevails and the equa- 
rion of motion of the firing pin is given by Equation (11-45) 
Following Equation (11-1) , 

^4. - He ) ^ P> ^ x, - XD 
(13-28) 

For the conditions of Equation (13-26), Equation (13-28) 
appears as 

and, from Equation (11-1) , 

(13-29) 

Mi  -" X i '**-  f> (13-30) 

Equation (11-45) is now integrated, and the solution is desig- 
nated cj^   .  The initial conditions are 

t ^1 "Ho - C. Ur^ r^ (13-31) 

t --t Si 
. ft 

=   x, ttrt f. 

t =t^ 
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If the maximum travel of the firing pin is M/.VKR - ^ U I 
and the corresponding time at the end of this travel is 

t. then 

(^ -4.J .1 I, ,\iHx . ;■ i (13-33) 

Equation   (13-33)may  be  used  to   find   t^   .     The  velocity  of 
the  firing pin on  striking the  detonator  is 

M,  1 

and the kinetic  energy of the  firing pin on  impact  is 

1 
K£   ^   ~ Yy\ [ ^ 

b 

j (13-34) 
t.=t 

Circuit 2 

In Circuit 2 Operation, the inertia weight is assumed to 
remain in contact with both detent balls until these balls 
have moved through a radial distance C \i_      .     The correspond- 
ing time will be designated by t 7    .  As in Circuit 1 
Operation, a preliminary test is whether   "tv >t'o    vr 

t.7 < tc   / and this analysis would follow the steps out- 
lined earlier.  The condition when the detent balls lose  con- 
tact with the firing pin is 

t --   t 7 X , - ^o| " cl<L 
(13-35) 
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The displacement of the inertia weight at   t. : L7    is 
given by   y It-ti    *   When Equation (13-35) is substitut- 
ed into Equation (11-4) , the result is 

( Si   -^o) = +J^L- (^CIL) 
t=t- 

(13-36) 

Time     "67        may now be   found  from Equation   (13-36). 
The  corresponding velocity of  the detent balls  is,   from Equa- 
tions   (11-5)   and   (11-8) , 

X 

t-t- 

# 

(13-37) 

■t=-t- 

The displacement and velocity of the firing pin at "t -^.7  , 
following the form of Equation (13-29), are 

■i = -L 7 
^t7 

(13-38) 

-t-t7 ^ 
-   K 

t-t- t--t7 

(13-39) 

is The motion of the firing pin for  C. >- "ty 
given by Equation (11-45) .  The integral of this equation 
is designated by  9|   •  The initial conditions are, us- 
ing Equations (13-36) through (13-39). 

t-.t-,     (^ - ^o.^ - ^M ^r^ 
(13-40) 
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r C^t f. 
x-(n~LtL) 

a -c »2. 
(13-41) 

J t -t7 

When the final form of   V(     is obtained the solution 
proceeds as before, starting with Equation (13-33). 

Ml of the numerical values of the constants in this section 
are contained in Appendix A. 

14.  DISCUSSION OF ASSUHPTIONS 

The purpose of the present report is to investigate the 
effectiveness of the graze module of the Hi-Performance 
point detonating fuze.  The assumptions which are the 
basis for this study will now be commented on.  It should 
be emphasized that, since no numerical results are obtain- 
ed in this study, certain conclusions must, of necessity, 
be general. 

Assumption a, which states that the direction of Ct-ris 
constant with respect to the position of a particular 
graze ball, reduces the situation to a static analysis 
of a dynamical problem.  If "tg is the time for any graze 
ball to occupy a successive position, then 

tfc c '•V^.u), (14-1) 

where Wy is the assumed constant spin velocity of the 
shell.  If the total time from the initiation of graze 
to the firing event is much less than ty , then assump- 
tion CL    can be justified.  If this situation does not 
prevail, the analysis would have to be modified to show 
the time varying effect, due to shell rotation, of CLTon 
the graze balls.  In the present analysis, CLT  is assumed 
to have a constant direction with respect to the graze 
balls, as shown in Figure 3.  In the more refined analysis, 
the effect of CLf along a radial axis through the graze balls 
would be of the form 

CLT    A-^ ( ^Ljll & o) (14-2) 
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where <^o is a conveniently chosen phase angle.  ';he above 
conclusion also applies to assumption  ^  /  (; age 11) , 
which assumed that the direction of Q-T   is coi stant 
with respect to the direction of the two detent }alls. 

Assumption b states that friction forces exist only be- 
tween the inertia weight and the center post, and between 
the firing pin and the center post.  The friction forces 
which have been neglected are those between the graze balls 
and their mating surfaces.  As the graze balls move radial- 
ly inward, they will possess a combined rotating and trans- 
lating motion.  The normal contact forces on the graze and 
detent balls were defined earlier.  It is thus possible 
to compute the tangential friction forces acting on the 
graze balls, after the motion has been established. A 
similiar line of reasoning applies to the tangential fric- 
tion forces acting on the detent balls.  When these fric- 
tion forces are obtained, they may be compared to the other 
forces acting on the balls, and the validity of the assump- 
tion may be tested. 

Assumption C states that the coefficient of friction be- 
tween all sliding parts is constant.  This standard assump- 
tion is usually true for the case of low contact pressures 
between the surfaces in contact.  In the present problem, 
the impact nature of the graze forcing functions may cause 
considerable contact pressures between the graze balls and 
their contacting surfaces.  As a result, the coefficients 
of static and kinetic friction may be considerably higher 
than the present estimates.  In these cases, the coefficients 
are found to be dependent on the relative velocity, at a 
given pressure value, of the mating surfaces.  The maximum 
value of the constant coefficient of friction in the present 
problem is assumed to be 0.1.  If solutions are obtained for 
ytCrO. I, and ;iA-iO  / the range of the effect of friction 
forces on the problem can be determined.  In a more refined 
analysis of the problem, the variation of the coefficient 
of friction should be considered. 

Assumptions cL    and C exclude all gyrodynamic effects of 
the moving shell.  Assumption cL describes the shell as possess- 
ing only constant spin velocity.  When the shell grazes the 
terrain, there will be a decrease in this spin velocity of 
unknown magnitude.  The centrifugal forces on the graze balls, 
caused by the spin velocity, tend to retard the functioning 
of the graze module assembly. By assuming the spin velocity 
to be constant, a test is made of whether the graze module 
will function under the most adverse condition.  If the numer- 
ical results indicate a borderline situation of operation, then 
a more refined analysis could include an assumed functional 
form for the decrease with respect to time of the spin velocity. 
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For this case the tangential (i.e. in a direction normal 
to the radial grooves) inertia forces on the graze balls 
would have to be included.  The remaining two rotation 
components in the present problem, '-^ x and  u) 4    , 
of the shell absolute rotational velocity are assumed 
to be much smaller than MJ., , and are thus neglected. 

Assumption £, states that the shell moves in a plane which 
is normal to the graze terrain, and remains at a constant 
angle with respect to this terrain.  This assumption implies 
that the shell impacts the terrain with zero angle of attack, 
and that there is no spin decay.  As the shell grazes the 
terrain, it is acted upon by some net external moment. 
Since there will be a change in all three components of the 
shell absolute rotational velocity, the shell must change 
ils direction in such a way as to continually satisfy the 
moment-moment of momentum equation.  The net result of this 
will be that the shell, at some time, will move out of its 
original direction.  The magnitudes and durations of the 
graze forcing functions cover a wide range of values.  In 
addition, these values are not known with great accuracy. 
It is the anticipation of the present design of the graze 
module that the total time from the initiation of graze 
to the firing event is small compared to other times in 
the problem.  It thus appears that the above assumption, 
which states that the shell direction is constant with 
respect to the graze terrain, is reasonable.  This assump- 
tion can more accurately be tested when the numerical re- 
sults are obtained. 

Assumption \     states that the graze balls translate only 
in a plane tnrough the center axis of the graze module.  As 
the graze balls move radially in their grooves, there will 
be coriolis inertia forces which tend to displace the balls 
in a direction normal to these grooves.  In addition, there 
will be components of the inertia force which tend to dis- 
place certain of the balls laterally.  This latter effect 
is shown in Figure 24. 

The two balls in the upper part of the figure, for the 
position shown, will have acting on them inertia forces, 
in a direction normal to the grooves, of magnitude 

W\ ( CLT AM~ AS""       .  It is assumed in the present 
study \hat the effects of these forces, and of the coriolis 
inertia forces, are small compared to the other forces act- 
ing on the balls.  These forces could be included in a more 
refined analysis of the graze module.  The tangential in- 
ertia forces on the graze balls, which are absent because 
of assumption cL , are also neglected. 
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Fig. 24- Tangential Effect^ue to CLj , on Graze Balls 

Assumption h assumes that the dimension Cz. is constant, so 
that the equations of motion will have linear forms.  Appen- 
dix B contains the details of the computation of the range 
of values of C^.   .A constant value of this term is 
chosen which will yield conservative results for the mo- 
tion of the inertia weight.  It is the feeling of the pre- 
sent author that the error introduced by assuming Cz. to 
be constant is less than the uncertainty in the magnitudes 
of the actual graee forcing functions. 

Assumption L    assumes, merely for convenience, that the graze 
force acts at the tip of the ogive  shell nose. 

Assumption J  states that the mass moment of inertia of the 
firing pin, about an axis through its center of mass and 
normal to the longitudinal axis of the shell, may be neglect- 
ed. This assumption is made since the firing pin is a slend- 
er element which, for a considerable part of its length, has 
the shape of a thin walled shell.  It should be observed that 
this assumption was not made for the inertia weight, since 
this element has a shape which resembles a thick disc. 

Assumption K. states that the firing pin moves only forward 
with respect to the graze module housing.  When the detent 
balls move outward sufficiently, the firing pin is free to 
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move forward under the influence of the firing pin spring, 
The axial friction force on the firing pin vrll always 
act to oppose the motion, so that this friet .on force on 
the firing pin will have a sense which is towards the 
nose of the shell.  This effect is reflected in the sign 
of the terms   yUVvipO-T in Equations 
(11-18), (11-32) and (11-42.  The criteria of whether the 
firing pin does indeed move forward are 

and 

d i - 4 oi > O (14-3) 

^ ;>0 (14-4) 

If this situation does not prevail, then the signs of the 
terms   //CHipCi-r i-n the  above referenced e- 
quations are changed for the regime of motion where the 
firing pin moves towards the nose of the shell.  The ini- 
tial conditions of the firing pin would, of course, have 
to be modified accordingly. 

Assumption ji   states that the firing pin spring is a mass- 
less element with a constant spring rate.  This appears 
to be a valid assumption for a first approximation solu- 
tion of the present problem.  This spring tends to be 
compressed by the inertia forces induced by the direct 
effect of dfi^   on the mass particles of the spring.  In 
addition, the firing pin spring has a mass which is not 
negligible compared with the mass of the firing pin.  It 
is possible, then, that the spring force which is actually 
available to accelerate the firing pin may be much less 
than the design value which is used in this study. 

Assumption vn approximates the true graze forcing functions 
by a triangular shape.  The general shape of the actual forc- 
ing function is shown in Figure 25.  An improvement in the 
representation of the forcing functions may be obtained by 
a combination of the functions 

at   ,     u-t 
and    & 
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,  Acceleration 

•• Time 

Fig. 25 - Typical Acceleration - Time Function at Impact 

This new function for the acceleration   (X-j   would be of 
the form 

aT r A (e. ^ (14-5) 

where A, LC and *J~ are constants to be chosen, and 

U, VT < O  and    LL > »T 

These  constants may  then be  selected  so that  the  best  approxi- 
mation to  the  actual curve  is  obtained. 
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15.  CONCLUSIONS AND RECOI"irNDATIONS 

An analysis has been made of the major elements of the arazo 
module of the Hi-Performance point detonating fuze, subject 
to the assumptions which are described in this report.  The 
analysis shows a favorable form of solution for the equation 
of motion of the inertia weight, and this is an imporant fact- 
or in the sequential operation of the graze module.  The analy- 
sis identifies two cases for the combined motion of the inertia 
weight and the graze balls, and four cases for the sequential 
motion of the inertia weight - detent balls - firing pin. 
Any combination of these latter cases may occur, deoending 
on the values of the graze forcing functions.  A numerical 
form of each equation was obtained, based on present design 
parameters for the 105 mm Howitzer, I'l.  The forcing functions 
in one section of the report were also approximated by triangu- 
lar shapes.  Mo numerical values are obtained in this report. 
These values must be known before definite judgements may be 
made of the assumptions. 

The following recommendations are offered for future study. 

a. the dependence of the acceleration ,
'
,
-T on the shell 

rotation 
b. the effect of spin decay on the equations of motion 
c. the effect of the tangential inertia forces ( i.e. 

in a direction normal to the radial grooves) on the 
graze balls 

d. the dynamic effects of the firing pin spring, and 
of the inertia weight creep springs 

e. the inclusion of a more accurate representation of 
the graze forcing functions 

f. the inclusion in the impact configuration of the 
initial yaw angle of the shell.  This analysis, to- 
gether with the inclusion of spin decay, would 
provide more detailed results for the gyrodynamic 
motion of the shell during impact, and its instability 
behavior thereafter. 

g. the effect of a variable coefficient of friction on 
the motion of the graze module components, 
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APPENDIX A  -   EVALUATION  OF   THE  CONSTANTS  OF  THE  PROBLEM 

a.     Location of The Centroid of The  Inertia Weight 

Figure  A-l  shows the nominal dimensions of the  inertia 
weight.     In the calculation of the location of the cen- 
troid and the moment of  inertia about the centroid,   the 
following portions of the  inertia weight will be neglect- 
ed 

1. The groove,   as  shown  in Figure A-l 
2. The  C.cm0-      locating hole 
3. The  C, i\c\j>~     hole 

As  a preliminary calculation,   the centroid of a  frustrum 
of a right circular cone will be obtained.     Figure A-2 
shows  the  solid,  and it  is  also piece  "A"  in Figure A-l. 

\        Piece A ~s 

Figure A-l  - Inertia Weight 
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O.tL&O 

- O.llL c.r:t 

1 :: 
0.4Ö7 

-4. 

-5üc 

Figure  A-2   -  Piece  A  of  Fig.   A-l 

For a right circular cone,  the volume  is 
the centroid is  at     ^\/A 

The coordinate      V] is 

and 

Large Cone Small Dotted Cone 

-L 

h   = O. O04 ^b - O. OO LOl. (A-2) 

h   = G,C'4^6 (A-3) 
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The computation of   C t,   , the location of the centroid, 
is shown on the following page. The result is 

C^ -- 0. iBi (A-4) 

'->.  iMoment of Inertia of The Inertia Weight About The 
Centroid 

Figure A-3 shows the elements which comprise the inertia 
weight.  The frustrum of a cone, Piece A, is approximated 
as a circular disc.  For a right circular cylinder, the 
mass moment of inertia about a diameter through the cen- 
troid is n^V/n -V-iV/i )    , where i>  is the diameter 
and iL     is the height.  The moment of inertia about an 
axis parallel to the centroidal diameter is 

lr\ 
IL 

A! 
(A-8) 

mft, 

where  "o is the distance between the two axes 
FigujE A-3 ,  -i-o may be expressed as 

From 

j-0 = X^, -t- x $>. L •+- X ^i +• T^ (A-9) 

The mass W\     may be written as /V  , where /  is the 
mass density and N/ is the volume. Xo  now appears as 

\.\(dL        C.Sl'j 

]L Z_ 
t- o. oiA 

+  * (£^^(0.1 LI) 
4 

+ 
TTiO.^ü) o.sso   ,   0.190   .  c,Mri 

4 
J (0. \C\C) \   ~1^^L  f    -^L_^l   -h 

IU IL 

-TTCC.^CG)^ C]U.n 

4 ' I U I ^ 

(A-IO) 
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Using a specific weight for aluminum of 0./ ^T./L,M
?
 / 

X   -   c. I -^.Ä^ 
>t'(..    u./l-t^- 

V CC^tGiH^  ) 

. L'O X  \U       U-.  Ai-J c, 

(A-ll) 

(A-12) 

(A-13) 

03»^ 

o.no 

O.^^O ^ 

O.Mc 

(—0.5l*>   — 

M—CibL 

0.40C^ 

Figure A-3  * Subsections  of  Inertia Weight 

C.     Relationship of  Inertia Weight Motion to Graze Ball 
Motion 

Figure A-4  shows the kinematic relationships between the 
inertia weight and the ball.   X     is the position of the 
ball and   Xo     is the most outboard position.   ^     is the 
position of the CM and   ^Jo   is  the position which corre- 
sponds to    X o    •     From consideration of the  triangle 

'to-vA © = 
xl3-x 

(A-14) 
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so that 

X - ( - uri B V-) -h ( Xc + , u   i ^t e ') (A-15) 

H 

^2 

CM, Position 2 

Position 2 Position 1 

Mo 
Position 1  v^ — ^ x1 ~ 

i^-^o)      i 

Figure A-4  Kinematic Relationship 

of Graze Ball and Inertia Weight 

From Equation (6-13) , (A-16) 

Comparison of Equations   (A-16)   and   (A-17)   results  in 

Co = - c^te (A-17) 

Cc}  -- K o + i D ^ &t G 
(A-18) 
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d.     Computation of Remaining Constants of The Problem 

Figure A-5 shows the assembly of the inertia weight in the 
graze module housing.    All of the dimensions shown are nomin- 
al.     The ball diameter D is   $/<(,"     ,  and the radius is   O. iST^ . 

Prom   Figure A-5, 

o.n i I-«-)«, + c. ifti   = ü. ceir 

(A-19) 

(A-20) 

tjo  - o.ll '"'S (A-21) 

C5 = O. Ill -f O. I^G C<nSü0   - O.ll I  -»- O. /"a^O.iJU)   {A-22) 

€2  - O.ioL (A-23) 

T—I 

0.1 LO 

'10 

O.LIS 

»y 

1.42.^ 

(A-24) 

0.l5fc 

Figure A-5    - Geometry of Graze Ball 
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The dimension C\C    represents the maximum possible motion 
of the inertia weight with respect to the housing.  From 
the figure, 

The maximum displacement, i-JM(Vx  / of the CM of the in- 
ertia weight is then 

LWx. - Liü t Ciü (7-26) 

- O. 11 I   +O.Uci<: (A-27) 

^AiAX'. -  O. ^4, B (.^-2 8) 
The permissible range of ^ , the coordinate of the £1*1,13 
thus 

^Jc i LJ 1- Ljo -HC.,o (A_29) 

O.^r. --J 4 ö.^fc (A_30) 
The dimension C-2. is a function of X . When X-'^o^Ci ^Ca.CXo)« 
For any other  X/CL^CI^X,)    • From the figure, 

CL -h 0, 1^0 4^^00 - X        (A_32) 
C2. will now be found in terms of ^-J  .  From Equation (A-15) 

X= -^J <:<Kt0 ■+ Ko 4" Ljo C^t 0 (.,.33) 

so that 

^■L-    Xo f ^D ^Vt ^0U -O. IS-G^^VJ0- 'j^^O0  (^-34) 

In this maximum outboard position, i> = (_-( -0.^~T^/ 

so that 

C ^; M /VX . -   X o t- tj 0 c^t !> oü - C, ICC A. ^ ^ 0° - ^J o L^t V (A- 3 5) 

C^^^ r 0-^4 -O. /^^ ("0, S)        (^-36) 
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When the inertia weight touches the ceiling of the graze 
module housing, the displacement is given by Equation (;\-23) 
and  CllM,lJ. is 

t-i,/^ -O.^A    -+0(tlUf,70-C. iS^rC..7V-/.7^0,^t) (A-38) 

The possible range for Ci  in the present problem is then 

e.  Summary of Constants of Problem 

The several constants of the problem are summarized below. 
The system of units is pound-seconds-inches. 

- I.Ofe X\0'^ lix.  &U ^/ü, 

vv\T  = e.iri x \c"ir 

W\N    =   ^.16  X  ID'7 

wo F     =   (o.^C X \ü 

It 

II 

C,    --   O.U< C.   - 0. IB 

Ca,    - O. ^OL C.c^   -    (.03 
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Cu = 0^040 ^ -O. 1 

e - ioD 
Xc, ^ 0.SS4 

f>   = 30 r 

J 

ta^O   = 0. r>ii Xol  ^ 0. 140 

urt 9   -" 1. 75 Ho,    - ^.^^ 

-L 0   -   1 X 10   ^iCr. ^2,   L-n , K      ~     {^   Ur. (^ 

F^ =   B.Si    (riaximum) \<o  ~ L> Wr./i^ 

F0    -   3.^       (Minimum) fL = O.OCS 

The  spin velocity is  assumed  to be  for the  105 run. 
Howitzer,  Ml,   so that 

üOii   ^   /^;7üO KPK\   =   1^40  foA./tec 
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APPENDIX B - COMPARISON OF THE EQUATIONS OF MOTION OF THE 
INERTIA WEIGHT FOR CL -  CZlMi^. AND Cz- s C-E.MAK 

The equations of motion of the inertia weight for the two 
reaimes of operations, Equations (8-11) and (8-23), will 
now be evaluated for the two extreme valves of Ci   .  It 
will be seen that the differences in these equations which 
result from this variation in the magnitude of C z.  are 
small. 

a.  Both Primary and Secondary Balls Exert Medging Effect 
on The Inertia Weight, Case I Operation 

Using the numerical values in Appendix A, the equation of 
motion of the inertia weight. Equation (8-11), appears 
as 

\xc\ x icT4^   -2.12. cj ■= s.(=4 *\crsa.T + i.VfxicfVjLrt 

-3.2.  >c \0      ^   - 14 £-7. - Cg.jMA?c i   ~0.A1U>      {p,-i) 

i.i5 xiö~4^   - m.y - 3. 0i < iD"saT + I'^IXMO   a* 

-c 
l.l x \ü   ^    - \A1 Cz =CztMtAj, =-0.il^ (R-2) 

The above two equations will be compared term by term using 
a percent difference, %D, as defined below. 

%D=: Coefficient of Equation (B-2)-Coefficient of Equation (B-l) 
Coefficient of Equation {B-l) 

The results are tabulated in Table B-l 

Term           j 

1 

i   * • 

4 H CLj aA Olv Const,   j 

%D                   | +:,A +-4."1 
  

+■4,1 o 0 + 4.^ 

Table B-l 
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b.  Primary Ball Alone Exerts Wedging Effect on Inertia 
Weight, Case II Operation 

The equations of motion of the inertia weight, Equation (8-23), 
for the two extreme valves of C ,. now appear as 

4" 
.iC X lO"  Lj - SL. <L  ^ .'( \ u.  u T r M...  ,1,, 

- L 
-5,d x io" ^ - 4 / >:, VMX r- 0.4-7L (B-4) 

Z_ X>Ü"'4 ^J  - UC.C ^j ^'i ^ i.; a. r -t /. T'f K 
-4- 

- !>. i, X \0  ^ - ■I7J,4- ^ t - < i, v,,^ ^ 0, M^ 
(B-5) 

The percent differences, %D, in the above two equations are 
defined by Equation (B-6) as 

%D= Coefficient of Equation (B-5)-Coefficient of Equation (B-4) 
Coefficient of Equation (B-4) 

The results are tabulated in Table B-2 

a 

+ i.t. c 
Const. 

Table B-2 

APPENDIX C - IMPACT OF INERTIA WEIGHT ON CEILING OF GRAZE MODULE 

For very large magnitudes of the graze forcing functions, it 
is possible that the inertia weight might rebound off the ceil- 
ing of the graze with sufficient velocity to ':pinch"  a de- 
tent balls on their way out, and thus prevent the closing of 
the firing pin.  This section establishes the conditions for 
the impact of the inertia weight on the ceiling of the graze 
module.  The time -tj, is defined as the time when the inertia 
weight strikes the ceiling of the graze module housing.  Since 
the mass of the inertia weight is much less than the mass of 
the shell, it will be assumed that the velocity of the shell 
is unaffected by this impact.  Thus, the rebound velocity of 
the inertia weight will be governed by the definition of the 
coefficient of restitution. 
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For two spheres in direct central impact, the coefficient 
of restitution 6  is defined to be 

e ^'^ -^ (C-l) 

^ V B 

where A and " signify the two spheres and the primes 
designate conditions after impact.  The velocities in 
Equation (C-l) are absolute.  The impact of the inertia 
weightwill be considered to be comparable to the case of 
spheres impacting, and a representative value of €,     will 
subsequently be chosen. 

Figure C-l shows the inertia weight and graze module ceil- 
ing, before impact.  The velocity of the )^<j i     coordinate 
system is  Vg  so that 

In view of the assumption. 

U    f ^ 

(C-2) 

(C-3) 
and thus 

S/'fy    "- Vfc + y' - ^ß t H (C-4) 

where $        is the relative velocity of the inertia weight 
after impact. 

-v/A 

L. 

— Vfo - Shell 
Velocity 

Figure C-l  - Inertia Weight 
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The results are substituted into Equation (C-l), with the 
result 

t. 
V i\   ■  v; A V ,, ( \' ,>, ■\ ']   \ 

v r\   - V \\       (^ [, 1 '] )   - v r 

fC-'i) 

C 
l) 

(C-G) 

The final result is 

The boundary conditions at -t •-1 ?>   are then 

•t-t ] -" Lj MAK 
j 

(c-s; 

± -t H 
ts 
. = - ^ 

(C-9) 

where   'dvi^x,   is  the maximum displacement  of the CH of  the 
inertia weight. 

APPEIIDIX  D   -   NOHEIICLATü^E 

Term 

(L  — 

«A    ~ 

\\ 

Definition (Page on which first used) 

Fhell Dimension (12) 

fuiell Dimension (12) 

Comoonent of shell acceleration (12) 

Component of shell acceleration (12) 

Component of shell acceleration (12) 

.^xial component of araze force (12) 

Normal conoonent of qrazc   force (12) 
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Term 

W\ 

I c. tv, --

Def~ni tion (Pa~on whic!!_ _ _!_~rst used) 

Graze ang le (12) 

r~ass of she 11 ( 12) 

r:oment of inertia of shell about an axis normal 
to the longitudinal axis, with respect to center 
of mass (12) 

Lateral acceleration of graze Module housing (12) 

Radius of gyration of shell, about an axis normal 
to the longitudinal axis, with respect to the cent
er of mass (13) 

Constant of proportionality (13) 

Constant of proportionality (13) 

Xc.•, ~"'' 'l..:- Inertial coordinates (14) 

p 

Z:, J, K. 

(Lv,L --

e 
f-I.., I 

-
F,, 

I 

Secondary coordinates (14) 

Absolute acceleration of an arbitrary point (14) 

An arbitrary point (14) 

Terms in expression for absolute ac~eleration (15) 

Unit vectors in the 'f.., ':J, i coordinate system (15) 

Absolute acceleration of primary qraze ball (15) 

Spin angular velocity of shell (15) 

l\bsolute acceleration of secondary graze ball (17) 

~amp an~le of inertia weight (18) 

Reaction force on primary graze ball 1, by floor 
of graze module (18) 

Normal contact force between inertia weight and 
~rimary graze ball (18) 

F ,.- - X and Y components of F 1,1 (19) 
I Jl, I I - •'-j 1 I 

Graze ball mass (20) 

( '( . Constant (21) 

(_ '-l Constant (21) 



Term        Definition (Page on which first used) 

P'l^ 

^. *. — 

to        

ä,n.T      

iZ       Normal contact force between inertia weiqht and 
' ^L Gccondary graze ball 2  (21) 

FIX. L   / FtM i — K ancl  '"J components of   ^ ^ ,     (21) 

Direct axial force on inertia weiqht (21) 

Reaction force on secondary graze ball 2, by 
floor of graze module (22) 

Limiting time at which secondary balls no lonoor 
exert wedgina action on inertia weight (2 3) 

absolute acceleration of inertia weight (26) 

p ^ |-.._ — Normal reactions on inertia weight (27) 

j-^ /  p  — Friction forces induced by F...  and  V-.r    (27) 

yLL    Constant coefficient of friction (30) 

p-,   Inertia force of inertia weight (27) 

P.^    Total force of three inertia weiaht creeo snrinas (27) 

|<    Total spring constant of three inertia weiaht creep 
springs (27) 

pfj   Total initial force of three inertia weight creep 
springs (27) 

31,   Hass moment of inertia of inertia weight, about an 
axis through the center of mass and normal to the 
longitudinal axis (27) 

vvi j   Inertia weight mass (27) 

C^Ci, C^C4 , Cs .   Cc. , C7    Constants (28) 

I-       Total axial friction force on inertia weight (31) 

A,,A.', A>> ,A4 ,As , 'U       Constants (36) 

u Initial displacement, at t-u , of center of mass 
c> of inertia weight (36) 

C( .   Peak magnitude of triangular aoproximation of graze 
module lateral acceleration (38) 

t l      Time which corresponds to   l l .•     (38) 

(     Time of cessation of triannular annroximation of 
graze module lateral acceleration (38) 
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Term Definition (Page on which first used) 

V^-   Constant (42) 

(<-   Constant (43) 

u  Axial displacenont of firing nin (51) 

Li   Positive constant (51) 

^   Padial disnlacement of detent ball (51) 

— Positive constant (51) 

1^   Padius of detent ball (52) 

ß,   Pamp angle of firing pin (52) 

el.  Variable angle (52) 

w 1   Maximum value of   <-(    (54) 

P p    Normal contact forces between firing pin and 
''* ' '^ detent balls (55) 

i 

»Ol 

p —  Reaction  forces,   in the axial  direction,  on 
detent balls   (55) 

C\^           Tree  lenath of   firing pin  spring   (55) 

K0         Spring  constant of  firing pin  spring   (55) 

fT             Force  of   firing pin  spring   (55) 

r Initial   force,at      t. - O ,   of  firing oin 
1-0       spring (55) 

wi D   Ilass of detent ball (57) 

lM .'.ass of firing pin (57) 

/ , Constant (63) 
*^ 11 

L! ^ (_ P) — Designation of cases of combined motion of 
'* ' '     inertia weight, detent balls and firing pin (54) 

C ii_ Constant (65) 

f- ^       Time at which inertia weight loses contact with 
detent balls (67) 

  Time at which inertia v/eight impacts on ceiling 
of graze module housing  (95) 

A 

t      : 
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Term Definition (Page on w~ich first used) 

Constant value of '· I ( 6 9) 

Constant value of ~.\ (70) 

Ll c , Lj 1\ ·- ·- Variable values of . \ (70) 

. 
J 

B x, 

Y i, 'v'"" . -

t1 

Constant value of ~ ~- (70) 

DuJI'IT!\y subscript to represent ."' ~ ~ or :· (72) 

X, motion for Ca3e P Operation (73) 

Time at \>:hich detent balls lose contact with 
firinq pin (74) 

· j ; motion for Case ;) C·peration ( 7 4) 

!1aximum dis"?lacement of firing pin (75) 

Time at which firing pin achieves its maximum 
displacement (75) 

Time at which detent balls have moved throuqh 
the distance ( _ ' ·: (75) 

I~tion of firing pin for (76) 

X ) . . ,, a. (.t. - CertaJ.n functJ.on of (66) 

(66) X 1, "'' ( t) ·-Certain function of 

')(.... r:aximum. outward displacenent of qraze balls (88) 

C i c l'·~aximum relative displacement of inertia weiqht 
with respect to qraze module housinq (91) 

LJ "''r\i. - i!axinurn displacenent of c~ : of inertia weight (91) 

\) Diameter of graze balls (90) 

Coefficient of restitution (96) 

~.bsolute velocity, before impact, of the 
coordinate system (96) 

1':.bsolute velocity, before impact, of the inertia 
ttreight (96) 

::.bsolute velocity, after impact, of the 
coordinat~ systen (96) 
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Term Pefinition (Page on which first used) 

Constant (39) 

Constant (39) 

Complementary solution for ^        (40) 

Particular solution for ^J   (40) 

Absolute velocity, after impact, of the 
inertia weiqht   (96) 

Time for the center of a graze ball to 
rotate 45c v.'ith respect to the shell axis. (77) 

The reference for dimensions used in this report is drawing 
KD-84300, entitled Graze Delay ^ssemblv.'  All of the other 
subassembly drawing numbers are included on this drawing. 
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